
Maynard SEPAC (Special Education Parent Advisory Council) 
 
Meeting Notes 
Date: Tuesday, August 6, 2019 
Time: 7:00 pm 
Location: Administrative Offices, Conference Room 
  
Board Members in attendance: Jessica O’Toole, Jessica Clark, John Skogstrom, Karen Heath 
School Committee in attendance: Maro Hogan, Natasha Rivera 
Administration in attendance: Carol Gahan, Charles Gobron 
 
  
Subject: SEPAC - Admin Collaboration Meeting 
 

1. Approve minutes from last months’ Board meeting. No objections or changes. 
 

2. Collaboration Meeting schedule 2019-20: we had been meeting monthly, and the question is 
whether it should be the same for next year. Carol Gahan suggests every other month—
subcommittees can report in. Start with 3rd Tues in Sep, Nov, Jan, March, May as the 
Collaboration meeting. Alternate months would be for SEPAC Board meetings. 

 
7 pm. Collaboration meeting in Fowler Conference room; SEPAC Board meeting either at Fowler or 

Public Library. 
 
Charles Gobron suggests subcommittees keep minutes and send them around to everyone. 
 

3. Subcommittees. 
 

a. Safety 
b. Survey 
c. Reading instruction and assessment focus group – start with dyslexia screening. Carol 

Gahand reports on having checked the DESE website and finding nothing posted there. 
Jess Clark forwards some materials.  

d. Professional dev & training 
e. Communication & accessibility (incl. parent-friendly resources). (To discuss: What do we 

mean by accessibility?)  
f. Policies, procedures, & protocols 

Jessica O’Toole suggests a discussion of the purpose of the groups and our expectations. She 
also notes that not all subcommittees have an administrator on them.  

Professional development & training – Charles will find someone. 

Survey subcommittee – Carol will be on. 



● Jessica O’Toole will send list of subcommittees & members. Maro Hogan reports 
that Bethlyn is concerned about being School Committee chair plus having 
SEPAC liaison involvement; Maro will check with her. 

● Natasha Rivera asks if Steven could create an email list for the Collaboration 
group? Charles Gobron will check with Steven. 

● Carol Gahan asks if we want to create a Google Team Drive. It could be a good 
place to store subcommittee minutes, etc.  What do we need to know about 
Open Meeting law in relation to this issue? Natasha Rivera reports that we can’t 
all be editing in a document simultaneously—or even commenting on a 
document as a quorum. We can send comments to one person as compiler, but 
it can’t be a collaborative electronic workspace.  

● The professional development & training subcommittee has 5 Board members, 
which means meetings would need to be posted as an Open Meeting. SEPAC 
Board needs to drop one person from that subcommittee. 

● Suggestion to use part of the time in each first subcommittee meeting to set up 
when subcommittees will meet. 

 

4. Update on language-based program and consultation with Landmark  
 

a. Carol Gahan has been in touch with Landmark. She spoke with lead Education director 
of LCIRT at Landmark. They have a leadership prof development team and courses. Carol 
reports that when she talked about training/screenings—he says “we really don’t get 
that low”—they are focused on middle school and up, not on kindergarten screening.   

b. Jess Clark notes that they do have an elementary program, but Landmark person (Adam 
Lalor?) reports to Carol that they don’t do PD on working with younger children.  

c. Carol Gahan asked what they can you offer Maynard? For a language-based classroom, 
they can do consulting with the faculty member on per-hour basis. They don’t come 
with a prepared program, but instead providing consultation.  They do some on-site 
training, 3 hrs or 5 hrs. They also do webinars online. Carol looked at the webinars but 
reports that right now it’s about universal design, a few on executive functioning, 
nothing really on literacy. It became apparent that Carol had spoken with Landmark 
College and that further research needs to be done into consultation options through 
the Landmark School in Beverly, MA. 

d. Jessica Clark asks if we first need to build foundation of teachers trained in OG & 
Wilson?  

e. Carol Gahan notes that she sees OG & Wilson training as being specific to reading 
instruction; she sees language-based instruction as learning about language-based 
learning disability, what do teachers need to know/be careful about in planning their 
lessons. Carol adds that she sees the LB curriculum as similar to sheltered English 
immersion—what do teachers need to do for students coming to us with limited English.  



f. Carol Gahan reports that the district has hired a new teacher for Compass, who has 
spent the past 2 years in a collaborative, working with DESE on how to take state 
standard & teach to multi-grade level.  

g. Jessica O’Toole asks how her particular skill help the language-based room if she’s the 
subseparate teacher. There are multiple layers to the LB program. If we have Landmark 
do some professional development for us on teaching in a LB based fashion. . .  resource 
teachers & gen ed teachers could benefit.  

h. Natasha Rivera asks if the language-based based classroom is in effect for this year? 
Maro Hogan adds the question of whether it is structured as a classroom or as pullout 
sessions?  

i. Carol Gahan reports that it’s very similar to last year: pull-outs, but with more students 
in there for longer periods of time.   

j. Jessica Clark asks for clarification about what the vision or goal for that reading 
support/instruction is: is it to have these language-based subseparate classrooms? Maro 
Hogan asks for further clarification of what the difference is between what this teacher 
is supposed to be doing and Landmark’s approach?  

k. Jessica Clark that Landmark partnered with Andover and Beverly, from first grade on. 
l. Natasha Rivera asks the district to think about where do we see ourselves before we’re 

asking for help.—and then how are we leveraging the consultant to help with that?  
m. Jessica O’Toole notes that we identified logistic questions about language-based 

classroom.   
n. Jessica Clark suggests an action item to have Carol Gahan bullet-point her vision? This 

would allow us all to be on same page, to collaborate as we work towards getting there. 
o. Carol Gahan plans to bullet-point her vision, what she feels the district needs to do for 

our students who are struggling with reading. 

 

5. Dyslexia Screening 
 

a. Natasha Rivera notes the interest in looking at how the district is implementing the new 
screening law: is there a one-year or a three-year plan? Jessica O’Toole adds that the 
law is in effect right now, so how are we screening our kindergartners this year?  

 
b. Carol Gahan states that the law went into effect, but Massachusetts needs to decide 

what the screening should be and what the obligation of the public schools is; she hasn’t 
seen anything come down to the directors yet.  

 
c. Jessica Clark points out a dyslexia screening organizer. Jessica O’Toole asks how this is 

different information from the guidance the district is looking for? Carol Gahan explains 
that the district is looking for state to say “this is the expectation to meet the screening 



law.” She notes that a Dyslexia Screening guide is listed as “In development” on the 
website. Carol says she thinks the law says implementation is coming. 

d. Jessica Clark asks whether, if there is a law in place and the district is not following it, is 
the district liable? She explains that Danielle Pimenta believes implementation is set 
now. 

e. An item from Florida Center for Reading Research: focus on Phonological Awareness. It 
is a possible screening tool, though it doesn’t include rapid naming. Jessica Clark asks if 
we could add something to this tool. She also notes that the Massachusetts site 
mentions a specific screening.  

f. Jessica O’Toole asks whether DESE provides specific screening tools? Jessica Clark notes 
that if they don’t, the district could be a trailblazer and move ahead with this. Natasha 
Rivera agrees that the district can start on a path, and then adjust as necessary, rather 
than simply doing the minimum. 

g. Part of the mission of the literacy/reading subcommittee needs to be: what are the 
screening elements that district wants to tackle? Then how do we process those results? 
Karen Heath notes that this subcommittee needs to fast-track and get this process going 
quickly since we need to do this for this year. 

h. Jessica O’Toole and Jessica Clark ask if we can we use the Gaab Lab funds to do the 
professional development for the screening. Jessica Clark will talk to Acton and Bedford, 
who did big professional development after the screening law. 

 

6. Survey. 
a. Jessica O’Toole asks about last year’s survey (a pilot): who received it? What is the plan 

for the survey this year?  
b. Carol Gahan reports that since it was a pilot, only annual reviews were done, with 38 

total responses. She noted that she is not aware of how many surveys were sent out.  
c. Natasha Rivera notes that we need better protocols for how the survey is distributed, 

collected, etc. 
d. Carol Gahan explains that the district felt that if they tried to survey all meetings, we we 

wouldn’t be getting as clean results; feedback on how the annual meeting went would 
be cleaner data. 

e. Natasha Rivera suggests that we do the survey for all meetings, then classify what type 
f. Maro Hogan notes that parents don’t all understand the jargon related to what type of 

meeting they might be having (annual review vs. other kind). 
g. Natasha Rivera notes that team chairs should not be dictating who receives the surveys, 

because it relates to their performance. 
h. Karen Heath notes that getting the survey directly from the team chair immediately 

following the meeting can feel problematic to parents 



i. Jessica O’Toole comments that because the district set up the survey in such a selected 
fashion, it made only positive feedback more likely; likewise, being so highly selective 
about who gets the survey is a problem. 

j. Carol Gahan explains that shorter surveys are better 
k. Natasha Rivera comments that the survey subcommittee needs to explore this issue 
l. Charles Gobron asks what we are going to do with the results that we get? 
m. Natasha Rivera proposes questions like: did you receive procedural safeguards, do you 

know what to do if you’re not happy with results of your IEP meeting, and other  things 
we should be accountable for.  

n. Maro Hogan suggests that surveys be sent out 2 or 3 times a year. 
o. Karen Heath offers that SEPAC can help drum up response if we know when surveys are 

being sent. 
p. Carol Gahan explains that it cannot be at progress report time, since the team chairs are 

busy reviewing all of those. 
q. Jessica Clark notes the importance of including families who are not receiving services 

 
7. Update on Basic Rights Training for district employees 

a. Jessica O’Toole explains that there are misunderstandings among staff at lots of levels. 
Misinformation about special ed referral process; about IEP and extracurriculars, about 
academic advising/placement (the belief that you can’t do advanced class if you need a 
para), etc. The training should Include central office staff and principals.  

b. Carol Gahan notes that the annual required training doesn’t cover all these issues. 
c. Jessica O’Toole notes that the Federation for Special Needs does a 2-hour professional 

development. Jessica Clark asks if it can be required? Charles Gobron wonders whether 
it can be one hour, so it can be a faculty meeting. 

d. Natasha Rivera would like to share a list of the biggest concerns 
e. The subcommittee should move this issue forward 
f. Carol Gahan notes that some of the agenda for September is probably already booked. 

Charles Gobron will talk to the principals to reserve October or November 

 

8. Member comments 

o A question about missed services during ESY, particularly OT: Carol Gahan notes that 
those missed services are taken care of. 

o Maro Hogan notes that Green Meadow is on target to open. Carol Gahan notes that not 
every room is all set with materials/curriculum that need to be replaced; she’s worried 
most about Jackie & Megan’s room, dividers for the cubbies. Jessica O’Toole and 
Natasha Rivera ask about who is in control of spending that money, and whether we can 
get an update about that spending; and what are teachers doing about their other 
needs? Are there other ways to obtain items like cubbies? Jessica O’Toole will 
coordinate with Lydia Clancy. 



o Charles Gobron is meeting with Tim and Donna to ask if there are any curriculum needs.  
o Updates are needed to SEPAC website; Jessica O’Toole can reach out to Steve. 

 
 


